EPX Planning & Zoning Committee 
Meeting Minutes 3/28/07
St. Agnes Continuing Care Center, Neumann Room

Theresa Simmonds, Katie Brady, Darren Fava, Meghan Walter, Sarah Ausprich, Joe Marino, Chris Johnson, Peter Zutter, Maragaret Kalalian, Millie Ruffino, James Gabriele, Dominic Falso, Anthony Bruttaniti

Meeting called to order 6:37pm

I. Old business
     A. 11th and Emily

The lot has been leveled, which is an improvement, but there's still dumping happening, as well as now graffiti.

     B. 13th and Castle

Theresa confirmed that the owner's lawyer sent a copy of the letter withdrawing the application for zoning variance. Subsequent to the last EPX Zoning meeting there's been activity and work being done on the property and there's been a permit to complete work for plans submitted posted. Theresa has been trying to call the zoning board but not getting through.  Meghan volunteered to walk over to their offices and/or call. Peter Zutter suggested also going to the local zoning office.

     C. Letter to ZBA

Theresa sent letter to the ZBA introducing EPX, along with article in the South Philly Review.

II. New business
     A. Protocol revisions
          1. Committee membership
          2. Meeting procedures
          3. Notification of meetings
     B. Darren’s new information

Darren talked about need to refine zoning committee protocols, specificallly about how we notify members and neighbors, speaking procedures during EPX zoning hearings, who votes and impact, and how zoning committee membership is defined.  He proposed and asked for volunteers to work on reviewing the existing protocols. Katie Brady, Sarah Ausprich, Margaret Kalalian, Theresa Simmonds, Chris Anderson, and Darren Fava and Joe Marino (ex officio) volunteered.

Issues which need clarification:
1. notices-->what's the appropriate extent of our responsibilities? of the applicant's responsiblities? posting on poles in a defined area, letters to residents from community, or put onus on the applicant?

2. speaking priorities--> how do we invite and organize comments.  most other civics tend to give immediate neighbors first opportunity to comment and ask questions, then general comment, then outsiders. others give precedence to zoning committee members, as means to make sure facts/issues are on the table and case is understood

3. who votes--> how does outcome of EPX zoning meeting intersect with committee vote, and with EPX board oversight responsibilities? varies across civics: some only those affected, some only committee members. One of our neighboring groups has a provision to state explicitly to the ZBA how the vote fell, if not unanimous. Talked about why the EPX Board has the final vote/say/decision. 

4. how is EPX Zoning committe membership defined? talked about need to balance reality of fluid attendance to accountable and stable committee group. also need to avoid conflict of interest and full disclosure if property in question affects one of the committee members

Self education:
--Generally, we need to find out more about how to get a freeze in general on conversions from single to multi-unit properties, in addition to the revert-after-three-years-vacant situations.  Also whether there are any economic impact studies of zoning variances given or not. Peter talked a bit about experiences on S. Broad Street.

--would be helpful to brainstorm potential appropriate set of questions. a zoning primer/workshop might be helpful, as would posting this question set on the website and sharing with applicants before hearing as courtesy/preparation

OTHER BUSINESS

--Chinese takeout re-opening, there appears to be work happening, but no one was certain what was being done.  Theresa has invited the owners to the next EPX zoning meeting.  Zutter reminded that if anyone calls to complain (about noise, dumping, building without permit etc) then L&I has 15 days to respond with onsite inspection

--property at 12th and Emily no longer has sale signs up; no one is certain what status is. Millie offered to contact Patty in DiCiccio's office.

ADJOURNED at 7:37pm



